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he guitar has often been described as an orchestra
in miniature, lighting up the entire musical world
in microcosm, exhibiting an enormous tonal palette
of contrasts and eﬀects, and an ability to evoke virtually
any instrument. Although familiar through its popularity,
the guitar can reveal many surprises. is is what his audience
experienced on April 7th,1924 at the triumphant Paris
debut of the 31-year-old Andrés segovia (1893-1987).
it was not only a significant landmark in his career, but
also a milestone in the history of the guitar. shortly
afterwards, segovia was performing in the world’s most
important concert venues to high acclamation, joining the
ranks of the most famous musicians of the time. Riding
on his success, he asked composers to write new music for
the guitar and the abundance of manuscripts that were sent
to him subsequently has enriched the instrument's repertoire
beyond all expectations.

henRi MARteLLi
As a consequence of the tremendous impact that segovia had on the French
musical world, most of the compositions recorded on this cd were written
especially for him.
one of the best examples is Quatre Piéces pour guitare, op.32, by the wellknown French composer henri Martelli (1895-1980) who, around 1932,
composed this superb piece, a real guitar masterwork. its contrapuntal richness
with the use of two and three-voice guitar writing is outstanding, all tinged
with a neo-baroque style. e first piece is very incisive rhythmically. e
second is a fast succession of semiquavers, challenging even for virtuosos.
e third piece is more choral, while the fourth draws its inspiration from a
gigue style.
on viewing the manuscript, it is also impressive how unusually acute his
understanding is of the guitar. You can play these pieces directly from the score
since he even details each articulation.
if Frank Martin’s Quatre piéces bréves are to be regarded as the most
famous four pieces for guitar of the twentieth century, now they have to share
that honour with Martelli’s work.

PieRRe de bReviLLe
césar Franck’s student Pierre de breville (1861-1949), wrote an untitled piece
for segovia in 1926. Angelo gilardino (general editor of the Andrés segovia
Archive) with great perception, basing his criterion on the form of the work
which is neither a sonata nor a suite, neither variations nor a rondo, and because
of its changeable character has given it the title Fantaisie.
composed in 3 sections, modally oriented, it combines dark and melancholic
sections with subtle harmonies contrasting with brighter and more playful
parts. it is a completely idiomatic work, perfectly articulate.
We have here another major guitar piece that deserves to be added to the
concert repertoire.

RAYMond Petit
one year before de breville's Fantaisie, another untitled work was written in
1925 by Raymond Petit (1893-1976). composer, writer and music journalist,
he was very active in Paris during the 1920s and 30s. in fact, he praised segovia
in numerous concert reviews.
in 1926, segovia gave a concert that featured the premier of a Petit piece
under the title Andantino. A reviewer of that concert described it as a Sicilienne
in e minor, with a melancholic and gentle character, like a reverie. in the e

major section, (approximately in the middle of the piece), there is an obvious
reference to a theme in Pietro Mascagni’s sicilian-based opera Cavalleria Rusticana.
even if segovia liked the work and played its first performance, strangely
enough it was the last time he played it in public. Why? ere is no objective
reason that we know of. both segovia and Petit were men of strong character....
Petit composed another solo guitar piece, Nocturne (dated 1925) which he
dedicated to the spanish guitarist emilio Pujol.

PieRRe-octAve FeRRoUd
Pierre-octave Ferroud (1900-1936) was one of the most important and promising
musicians in France in the early twentieth century. composer, writer, pianist, and concert
organizer, his premature death deprived us of one of the foremost figures in the vanguard
of French music of that era. he has been described as a person who was very lucid and
dynamic and we find those same qualities reflected in his music. he was fascinated by
segovia’s sensational 1924 Paris debut, and like the preceding composer Raymond Petit,
he not only demonstrated his admiration by writing a review, but was also inspired to
compose a piece for him, the Spiritual (1926), a seductive and unorthodox score.
Following the fashion of the time, two influences can be noted: stravinsky and Jazz.
When i play this work, it reminds me of a spicy canape, small but very tasty.
not an easy piece to play and possibly not to segovia’s taste. A four- hands piano version
was premiered in 1927, and one year later, an orchestral version was suggested by
serge Koussevitsky. Perhaps segovia was not the right recipient for this piece.

RAYMond MoULAeRt
After his Paris debut, segovia performed in several european musical centres
to almost universal acclaim. it was in belgium that he met the only nonFrench-born composer Raymond Moulaert (1875-1962). Upon completion
of his music studies at the Royal conservatory of brussels (his place of birth),
he became a professor at the same institution. he was a highly-cultured man
and this is reflected strongly in his music. nothing in his work is dictated by
fashion. his Suite (1926) is a monumental guitar work. not only because of
its length, but also because of the severity of his language, idiomatic and austere
without any concessions to the gallery. only an honest player can reveal its
deep inner power.
despite the fact that in the manuscript we can discern the marks of
segovia's fingering, there is no evidence that he played the piece in public.
even though in a letter to his friend, the Mexican composer Manuel Ponce,
he expressed his intention of doing so. it could be that his very busy concert
schedule did not allow him suﬃcient time to prepare such a huge work.
Moulaert wrote another guitar piece, Rhapsodie (1927) also dedicated to
the spanish maestro.
e emergence of Andrés segovia during the 1920s resulted in the perception
of the guitar as much more than a folk instrument associated with Flamenco
music but as an instrument deeply rooted in the more serious repertoire.

At the same time that spanish intellectuals were travelling to France, French
intellectuals were making expeditions to spain, keen to explore the mysteries
beyond the Pyrenees. is was an important step in the development and
appreciation of spanish culture as artists began to bring to light the multifaceted soul and and character of a once exotic and remote country.

henRi coLLet
Among those composers passionately involved in spanish music was henri
collet (1885-1951) who was highly reputed in the French musical sphere. he
spent many years in spain, becoming an authority on spanish music. Albéniz,
granados, and Falla were not only his friends but also a strong influence on
his music.
e title of his guitar piece, Briviesca, refers to a castilian village in the
region of burgos; it is subtitled as a poem for the guitar. We are presented with
a piece that seeks to reflect a very distinctive part of the spanish landscape.
Melancholy and evocative sensations contrast with more passionate episodes.
Rich melody and harmony, both very well balanced release a spanish fragrance.
While the guitar manuscript is undated, there is a piano version dated 1921.
notwithstanding, we cannot be certain that this is the date of the guitar version
as well. Actually, it seems more likely that the date is 1924 since in correspondence
of that year, there is discussion about a collet piece which could possibly be

Briviesca. in any case, segovia outlined in his letters the diﬃculties with the
piece—totally unplayable, in his opinion. Finally, he abandoned the idea of
playing it. For this reason, gilardino as editor, has re-written it completely,
changing the key and the texture accordingly as well as some voice-leading parts.
it is a pity that collet didn’t write any other piece for guitar. his compositions
were redolent of the Albéniz and granados musical atmosphere which is so
well-suited to the spirit of the guitar.
Again, two strong personalities, collet and segovia.

RAoUL LAPARRA
Another French composer who, like collet, was fascinated by spanish music and
culture was Raoul Laparra (1876-1943). he was born into an artistic family and
studied at the Paris conservatoire. one of his teachers was Jules Massenet.
because of his passion for all things spanish, he wrote a number of essays
about popular music, songs, and the musical instruments of spain. With so
much in common, he had a warm friendship with henri collet and a good
relationship with Ravel too.
he had a great admiration for the guitar, initially as a folk instrument,
but after hearing segovia’s playing he saw a very sophisticated instrument and
was motivated to write for it. so, among the manuscripts found in the segovia
Archive, there is an undated anonymous piece entitled Pueblo castellano under

the general title Cuadros (pictures). it was felt that this anonymous piece was
part of a suite of diﬀerent pieces. expert opinion agrees that there is no doubt
that Laparra is the composer. Also,there are other Cuadros (Scenes d'Espagne)
in Laparra’s catalogue (dated 1920s). in fact, the other two pieces, En Aragón
and Brujerías have been arranged by the editor from Laparra’s solo piano music.
if he also wrote a guitar version of these pieces, that is something we do not
know, but, for sure, this suite was in his mind.
ey are all colorful pieces, imbued with spanish flavours and vivid
rhythms. he launches us on a fascinating journey to spain, following in the
footsteps of bizet, chabrier, or Lalo. ey are really very enjoyable to play.
both collet and Laparra knew how to capture the spanish idiosyncrasy
—more pungent than delicate, more vibrant than subtle.

idA PResti
i end my recording with ida Presti (1924-1967). she is the only female in this
group of composers and also the only guitarist among them. her piece Segovia
is dated 1962.
she was born on May 31st,1924, less than two months after the historic
segovia recital. her father, an amateur musician, was so impressed by segovia
and the guitar that he decided that his daughter would be a guitarist. And she
was, one of the greatest.
it was in Paris, where her father, claude Montagnon, introduced his
daughter, still a child, to segovia for an audition. his reaction was so eﬀusive
that he said he had nothing to teach her. From that moment on, he fondly
called her ida Prestissimo.
despite her early promise as a solo performer, Presti was destined
ultimately to leave her mark on guitar history as a partner to Alexandre Lagoya
in the Presti-Lagoya duo. ey married one year after they met and became
the most important and best-known guitar duo of the last century. sadly, she
died tragically at the age of forty-three.
ere was very deep respect and esteem between segovia and Presti during
their lifetime. segovia described her playing as flawless, expressive, strictly and

delicately rhythmic. All these adjectives are illuminated in her musical portrait,
Segovia. she was not an orthodox composer, but her musicianship was so
sensitive that every note in the piece exudes delicate as well as profound musical
expression. i can’t imagine a better gift for segovia.
e works included in this recording are part of the corpus of the segovia
Archive that contains the manuscripts segovia received during his career from
those composers who had the sensibility to write for him, but which, for a
variety of reasons, he did not add to his repertoire. i am not going to speculate
why he did not play them. to be honest, i don’t mind. As a young guitarist, i
can only thank Andrés segovia for his legacy: the legacy he left during his
lifetime with his performances, recordings and inspiration and the legacy he
treasured in the shadow, and which now we can appreciate. ese are full of
surprises and lesser-known gems from the repertoire.
My responsibility as a performer is to live up to what it represents. i did
my best in my previous cd with the spanish composers (Reference Recordings
FR-705) and i have also tried my best in this new recording. i have only one
wish...that you will enjoy the music.
—Roberto Moronn Pérez

spanish-born Roberto Moronn Pérez studied in Madrid, italy and the UK,
graduating with first class honours and a degree in Musicology from the Universidad
complutense de Madrid, then completing a postgraduate programme at the
prestigious Royal Academy of Music in London, where he received the Julian
bream Prize and was selected to participate at the Wigmore hall Award.
A prize-winner of many international competitions, Roberto has appeared
as soloist in spain, switzerland, italy, the UsA, the UK, Ukraine, germany and
Japan, and in concert with numerous spanish orchestras. Recently, he played
the famous Concierto de Aranjuez with the Los Angeles chamber orchestra
and the national symphony orchestra of Ukraine.
stephen dodgson and Angelo gilardino are amongst the prominent
composers with whom he has worked, and the famous english pianist stephen
hough has written a guitar piece for him.
Roberto Moronn Pérez has released world premier recordings with pieces
by stephen dodgson and has collaborated with the italian publisher berben in
the edition of e Andrés segovia Archive. his previous cd on Reference
Recordings (Andrés Segovia Archive, Spanish composers, FR-705) has been
widely acclaimed.
Apart from his musical interests he enjoys literature, art and likes to
participate in various sports.
Roberto plays a guitar made by Mariano conde from Madrid.
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“segovia’s international fame and larger-than-life persona attracted many composers
to write music for him. each of the composers on this program attempted to
create new works that would challenge segovia’s musicianship and virtuosity. e
task of any performer today is to bring new life to these works while honoring
the guitarist for whom they were intended. Roberto Pérez’s intimate knowledge
of this music allows him to provide today’s audiences with a deeper understanding
into segovia’s very special musical world. As a result Pérez’s reverential and
excellent interpretations show us the performing conviction that this music
requires, and makes a very strong case why this music should be heard.”
—victor and Marina A. Ledin, classical Producers

